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You are a Finance Manager working for Jord Homes (Jord), which manufactures and assembles
high-quality prefabricated houses. Jord is based in the prosperous and well developed central
European country of Corvola.
You report directly to Jord’s Finance Director. You work within a small finance team and your
primary responsibilities are associated with management accounting. This often requires you to
liaise with colleagues from other functional areas, including Production, Sales and Marketing and
Human Resources. The Finance Director is responsible for financial reporting and strategic
management, but she delegates some responsibility to you.
Corvola’s currency is the C$. Company law in Corvola requires that financial statements be
prepared in accordance with IFRS.
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Background to the prefabricated house industry
House prefabrication is the practice of manufacturing and assembling the components of a house
in a factory and then transporting the sub-assemblies to the construction site where the house is
to be located. Final assembly and the completion of internal fittings are then carried out on site.
The term “prefabricated” is used to distinguish this type of house building process from the more
conventional house building process, whereby the basic materials are transported to the
construction site where all construction and internal work is then carried out.
Prefabricated houses,
sometimes referred to as
‘prefabs’ or ‘modular homes’,
are manufactured in factories,
using a combination of
sophisticated Computer Aided
Design (CAD) and Computer
Aided Manufacturing (CAM)
technologies. Manufacturing of
the house takes place in
advance, usually in standard
sub-assembled sections, which
are then shipped to, and fully
assembled in, the required
location.
Construction is normally much
faster for prefabricated houses than traditionally built houses, as they are built in an enclosed and
controlled environment which is not affected by natural events such as storms or extreme heat or
cold. In addition, a prefabricated house usually employs less labour to complete its construction,
since much of the basic construction has already been completed before it has left the factory.
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Development of the Pre-fabricated house industry

In the developed markets of Europe and North America, the housing industry in the 20th century
has witnessed significant change, with the introduction of the prefabricated house concept.
Beginning as temporary family homes, which were required in 1940s and 1950s Europe, growth
of the ‘prefab’ concept expanded through the popularity of mobile home parks in North America
in the 1950s.
However, in the 21st century, continuous technological developments, favourable international
governmental regulations in building construction, growing populations and the drive for
sustainable housing have all acted as key growth drivers in the prefabricated house industry.
Prefabricated houses are increasingly being considered as high quality, permanent dwellings for
middle-income individuals in many parts of the world. Developing countries within Asia and Latin
America have large and growing population bases and rising disposable income, presenting a
huge opportunity for the global prefabricated housing industry.
Similar to several other industries, the global housing industry is moving towards a 'green'
identity, with an increasing drive towards eco-friendly and energy-efficient homes. The
prefabricated house segment of the housing industry has been particularly positive in moving
towards environmentally friendly design and development practices, with prefabricated house
design increasingly focusing on low-carbon footprints and energy efficiency. Such energyefficient, environment friendly and high-quality built homes are rapidly changing the original
‘down market’ image of the temporary prefabricated house of the 20th century.
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The background and history of Jord Homes
Jord Homes (Jord) was formed in
1966 in Corvola, a prosperous and
economically developed central
European country. It was founded by
Karl Larsson, a master carpenter,
who made use of the abundant
natural resources in his local area to
create a reputation for the
construction of high-quality,
prefabricated timber-framed houses.
By 1970, Jord had built over 30
houses throughout Corvola and its
reputation continued to grow
throughout the 1970s.

In 1980, Jord built a factory on
semi-rural land owned by the
Larsson family. The
manufacturing facilities,
showroom and head office are
all currently based on this site.
Jord remains a privatelyowned limited company and
currently employs
approximately 250 staff, many
of whom work at the factory
site. However, Jord also
employs teams of expert
builders, tradespeople and
landscapers. These staff work
outside of the factory and are
responsible for the internal and external completion and landscaping stages (see page 8) of the
on-site construction of the prefabricated sub-assemblies at the final construction location.
Karl Larsson, the founder of Jord, no longer works in the business. His son Theo is now the Chief
Executive Officer and several other members of the Larsson family also work within the business.
60% of Jord’s shares are owned by members of the Larsson family. The remaining 40% are
owned by several Corvola based institutional shareholders.
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One of Jord’s main features
of competitive advantage is
its focus on sustainability.
From the design process,
through to final completion of
the interior of each home,
Jord focuses on minimising
the environmental impact of
each house-build and on
ensuring that each aspect of
design and manufacture
maximises the economy and
efficiency of the house’s
functionality.
Jord’s leading industry
expertise in the combination
of glass with its timber-frame construction provides a significant difference from other
prefabricated house designs. Jord’s use of triple layered, thermal insulating glass is designed to
maintain heat when it must be kept inside the house, and which does not heat up in strong direct
sunlight. This technology maximises the house’s heat efficiency, reducing energy consumption.
Most of the load bearing components of each Jord house (that is, the main supporting frame) are
made of timber.
As a renewable raw material, wood has two qualities: firstly, it is ecologically sound and,
secondly, it is economically efficient.
The wood and glass construction design provides a frame similar to a skeleton, and this type of
construction, therefore, allows Jord to offer a high degree of individuality. Each Jord house is
unique, since it is possible to arrange the individual elements of the building’s ‘skeleton’ in an
almost indefinite number of ways.
Jord’s customers also value the speed and quality of its construction process. All of its
prefabricated houses are completely pre-manufactured at its Corvola-based factory and are then
transported to, and erected on, the pre-prepared foundation at the customer site. On-site
construction takes, on average, between 5 and 10 days, dependent on the size and complexity of
the house being erected (and can be affected by other factors such as site accessibility and
weather).
In the last decade Jord has established itself as one of the most exclusive prefabricated house
manufacturing businesses in the world and has an unrivalled reputation in high-quality bespoke
designed homes. Many customers are willing to wait up to a year to own a Jord house, designed
and built exclusively for them. Indeed, the Larsson family have always been very proud of their
long waiting list, considering it to appropriately represent how special Jord houses are and
support of the notion of Jord exclusivity. The Larsson family has a policy of maintaining the
current production levels to continue to position Jord houses as rare and exclusive products.
However, in the last year, this policy has been questioned by some institutional shareholders,
who have suggested it is time to grow the business.
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House building in Corvola
Corvola has a population of approximately 8 million people. It has four main cities, each with a
population of less than 1 million people. Most people live in smaller rural communities and
designing and building individually designed houses has been the traditional means of house
development in Corvola. Only a small percentage of the population live in housing estates, unlike
many other developed European countries.
Prefabricated timber-framed houses are extremely popular in Corvola, driven by the abundance
of natural resources and land availability, and a population which welcomes the convenience and
environmental benefits of prefabricated homes. Additionally, central government and regional
government regulations, relating to the planning and building of houses, are far less stringent in
Corvola than other countries.
However, in the last 5 years, due to demographic changes, Corvola has experienced a shortage
in affordable housing, particularly in its main cities. During this time, several new prefabricated
house building businesses have been set up in Corvola to address this need.

Jord Homes - Houses built per region
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For the last five years, Jord has designed and built approximately 100 bespoke prefabricated
homes each year, most of which are located in Corvola and other European countries. In the last
three years Jord has experienced a growing interest from customers further afield, particularly in
North America and Asia. Although the main business of Jord is the design, manufacture and
construction of bespoke prefabricated houses, in 2016 it completed the successful design and
construction of a luxury 30-bedroom hotel in one of Corvola’s top holiday resorts.
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Jord’s operating structure
Jord’s operating structure comprises several divisions. The staff in each division of the Jord
Group have extensive experience in their own field of expertise and have worked for many years
with the requirements of Jord’s modular construction approach and timber-frame architecture.
The divisions function as cost centres.
Jord uses highly sophisticated scheduling software, which facilitates the seamless passage of
work between the divisions and ensures there is very little downtime or waste. The agreed
completion date for each house is the initial reference point and all operations are scheduled to
ensure this date is met.
All Jord divisions are currently operating at full capacity both in terms of staff and machinery.
The operating divisions of Jord are:


Pre-build – design, floor plans, early site investigations, build scheduling (mostly
performed in the factory)



Foundations – site clearance, laying foundations (performed at the build site)



Main build – detailed modelling, wall, roof and door structures constructed (performed in
the factory)



External completion – final stages of assembly, including roofing and windows to make
the building water-tight (performed at the build site)



Internal completion – heating, electrics, plastering, flooring finishes, bathrooms and
kitchen installation (elements performed in the factory and at the build site)



External landscaping – driveway, pathways and basic garden preparation (performed at
the build site)
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The design and manufacturing processes
Stage 1: Pre-build1











The customer meets with Jord’s architects to discuss and agree their individual building
requirements. Following these discussions, the architects produce a detailed plan,
specifying all of the major building components.
The customer then visits Jord’s headquarters to meet with Jord’s interior designers to
select finishes, fixtures and fittings for all internal components such as the electrical
installations, flooring, doors, kitchen and bathroom fittings and heating and ventilation
systems.
On the basis of the detailed planning carried out between the customer and the architects
and the interior design team, Jord then prepares a finalised construction plan and a
binding quotation. In line with absolute transparency, this takes into account every single
construction component, every aspect of the internal fittings and any special customer
specifications.
Following customer consent, the purchasing contract is then drawn up and signed. Jord
guarantees to honour the agreed purchase price for 12 months from the contract date.
A completion date is confirmed.
All details of construction and delivery scheduling are precision planned and scheduled in
advance into Jord’s production scheduling software. The software Jord uses to manage
factory production is designed to ensure that from the very start of the main build process,
raw materials, staff and the appropriate parts of other work in progress are available and
used in an efficient manner at exactly the time they are needed in the main build process.
The software links and co-ordinates back office systems, factory and on-site construction
work so that staff and materials flow seamlessly through the process and wastage of
materials and staff downtime are minimised. This ensures Jord is a highly efficient
operation.

1

As building regulations and directives vary from region to region, (which demands a precise knowledge of
construction and conveyancing law), the customer is required to work with a local agent to progress all
legal and financial arrangements regarding the purchasing of the land on which the house will be situated.
Jord requires that customers ensure all conveyancing work is complete prior to the design phase
commencing.
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Stage 2: Main build


Detailed CAD work is carried out
for each house prior to its infactory production. Once the
detailed design is completed and
a scheduled date for factory and
on-site construction has been
finalised, these detailed
instructions are transferred to the
CAM technology located within the
production facilities of the factory.



The timber-frame components are
precision-manufactured using
advanced digital production
technology. This state-of-the-art production machinery guarantees the millimetre-exact
precision of all Jord’s prefabricated building components. The production technology can
cut timber panels and the main house frame components with extreme accuracy,
including pre-drilled holes, sockets, and window frames ready for final construction on
site. The timber panels and main house frame components are scheduled to be cut and
delivered to the required location in the factory, to meet the precise plan set out in the
production scheduling software, to ensure on-time completion of each sub-assembly for
each house.



Internal doors, wall insulation and initial electrical cabling and connections are also all
installed during the main build stage, by Jord’s highly trained workers. These internal
component installations are also scheduled within the production scheduling software to
occur at the optimum point in the construction phase of each sub-assembly.



When complete, the individual sub-assemblies of the house are stored in the right order
to be delivered to site, in order to fit in with the construction timescale of the house.



Jord employs a small team of highly experienced and qualified quality assessors, who
review and monitor every stage of the main build process. This team inspects each house
at regular stages in the main build process and is responsible for carrying out a final
quality-control inspection on each house before it leaves the factory. A house cannot
leave the factory for on-site construction until it has been signed off by a senior quality
assessor.

A just-in-time approach to the main build process
Jord utilises a just-in-time (JIT) approach to its main build process, both with respect to
production and purchasing.
Using highly sophisticated scheduling software, Jord manages an efficiently flowing production
system whereby each component on the production line is produced exactly when it is needed to
facilitate seamless advancement to the next stage.
This is supported by JIT purchasing system whereby raw material is purchased and bought into
the process at exactly the right time. This minimises issues with raw material holding costs and
prevents downtime in production that might arise if materials were not available when needed.
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Stage 3: Foundations, External completion, Internal completion and Landscaping
 As the general

contractor for each
project, Jord prepares the
foundations for each
house. This means that
the customer can
eliminate any potential
interface problems with
external foundation
contractors. Jord is also
responsible for liaison
with the utilities providers
(water, gas and electric)
and these are all
scheduled to fit precisely
into the correct phase of
construction.


All of the prefabricated house components are shipped to the customers chosen site
using Jord’s own trucks, accompanied by a team of skilled Jord tradespeople. On the day
agreed for the commencement of on-site assembly, the components are delivered to the
building site and unloaded in a pre-determined order, using an integrated crane.



Typically, the basic framework structure (the skeleton) will be in place within two to five
days. The house will be roofed and watertight within four to six days. Full assembly of the
external house structure is normally complete within five to ten working days.



Once the external construction is complete, the house interior is then completed. This
includes heating and ventilation, final electrical installations and lighting, external door
fitting, decorating, flooring completion and bathroom and kitchen installation. Jord
supplies the interior fittings in line with the exact specifications selected by the customer
at the design stage and employs its own skilled tradespeople to carry out this work. A
personal Jord construction manager is also constantly present during this whole on-site
erection phase, in order to coordinate and control all aspects of the work carried out on
site.
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Comparison of Jord’s ‘one stop shop’ approach with customer managed
approach
Customers who wish to design and build their own bespoke home have the choice of using a
house builder such as Jord, or to self-manage the build process. The advantage of using a
company such as Jord, is that the whole project is managed and controlled by the one
organisation.

Client

Jord’s own tradespeople

Jord

Versus
Customer managed on-site construction
Should the customer decide to manage the build process themselves then the customer takes
full responsibility for project management of the build.

Besides the architect and planners, the
customer would need to deal with up to 10
additional trades, such as foundation
contractors, builders, roofers, glaziers,
electricians, plumbers, kitchen fitters,
floorers and garden designers.

Client
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The competitive environment
The market for prefabricated housing is
extremely competitive, both in Corvola
and globally. There are many
companies offering prefabricated
housing - from budget providers to
those at the premium end of the
market, such as Jord.
Many companies build in foreign
countries, meaning that competition
can arise from any country and staying
ahead of the competition is a continual
challenge.
There are still some countries that
prefer traditional construction techniques and, in those countries, additional competition arises
from builders of ‘bricks-and-mortar’ style housing. However, across the world there is increasing
recognition of the benefit of prefabricated housing as a strong alternative to traditional housing
and the market is, as a result, growing significantly and, in Corvola, 20% of all new house
building is prefabricated.

Jord operates at the premium end of the
prefabricated house market, offering
luxurious builds to a high specification,
with a focus on sustainability and ethical
working. There are only a few
companies across the world operating
exclusively at the high end of the
market, as Jord is, and Jord is the only
luxury prefabricated builder based in
Corvola. Jord’s quality approach and
professionalism is core to its
competitive advantage.
The price of a Jord house is a lot more
than the average prefabricated offering
that customers could get from other
providers in the market. This has not, to date, presented a competitive problem to Jord, which,
due to its very strong reputation, has operated at full capacity for several years.
Jord houses are typically large houses, often greater than 250m2 in size, with 5 or more
bedrooms, built on large plots of land, and finished to the highest standard. They are prestigious
and highly sought after, which has led to long waiting list even though, at a customer cost of up to
C$6,000 per square metre, Jord is one of the most expensive prefabricated housing options in
the market. Typically, a customer will now wait 12 months, after placing an order for a Jord
house, before building works commence.
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Pricing Examples
The following table compares the price a customer will pay, per square metre of a typical Jord
house, to the price per square metre of a house typically offered by ‘middle-of-the-range’ and
budget prefabricated house builders.
Jord
C$
Build stage

Mid- range company
C$

Budget company
C$

price per
m2

% total
build

price per
m2

% total
build

price per
m2

% total
build

Pre-build

400

7%

150

4%

50

3%

Foundations

450

8%

270

8%

140

9%

Main build

1,550

26%

1,000

30%

520

32%

External
completion and
landscaping

1,340

22%

650

20%

320

20%

Internal
completion

1,700

28%

900

27%

520

33%

550

9%

350

11%

50

3%

5,990

100%

3,320

100%

1,600

100%

Other
Site management
and contingency
Total

A middle of the range prefabricated house is priced at around C$3,000 per square metre, with
budget models being as cheap as C$1,500 per square metre. Jord is positioned very firmly at the
top end of the market and prices its houses at a premium accordingly.
A typical 250m2 Jord house will be priced at around C$1.5 million. Jord quotes all of its house
prices in C$ and all of its customers, wherever they are located, are required to pay in C$.
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Jord Homes Organisation Chart

Theo Larsson
Chief Executive
Officer

Carla Holm
Finance Director

Jacob Larsson
Sales and
Marketing
Director

Raif Berg

Frieda Stern

Eva Edberg

Chief Information
Officer

Chief Operations
Officer

Human Resource
Officer

Leo Silano

Silka Larsson

Senior Architect

Logistics Manager

Vic Ngolo

Linus Maas

Production
Scheduling
Manager

Production
Manager

Factory

Lee Smit
On site
Production
Manager
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Extracts from Jord Homes Annual Report 2018
Our Vision
Our vision is to be acknowledged as the industry leader in the design and construction of stateof-the-art prefabricated buildings which are of the highest quality, cost effective and
environmentally sustainable.
Our Mission:
For our Customers
To treat our customers like partners, listening to their specific needs and requirements. Our
mission is to continuously improve our service to customers, by being totally responsive to their
needs and by constructing sustainable, bespoke and high-quality buildings, through a process of
consultation and innovation. We aim to provide excellent advice and the highest quality of
customer care and service, which is as important a part of our business as the quality of the
buildings that we produce.
For our People
To foster a culture of mutual respect, by recognizing and rewarding individual and team
performance, whilst providing secure employment, career progression and personal development
opportunities, in a safe and healthy working environment. We operate an open and honest work
environment where staff are encouraged to contribute their ideas to develop innovative and
creative solutions for the business.
For our Communities
To actively contribute to the local communities in which we operate, and to construct homes in an
environmentally responsible manner, with designs that compliment surrounding landscapes,
without risk to public safety or infrastructure.
Our Sustainability Approach
We install only quality certified and environmentally friendly materials in every Jord house. All of
our wood is locally sourced. The high-quality wood that we select for our homes has been
chamber dried to meet exacting standards for optimum moisture content. All our materials are
tested to comply with the highest quality standards, to ensure both durability and sustainability.
Combined with our own high-quality triple glazing, our homes provide customers with not only
protection from cold and heat, but also maximum energy efficiency. Our revolutionary innovation
for timber framed construction also integrates a highly efficient thermal insulation layer, which is
prefabricated into each house during the factory construction.
All of these features result in a highly environmentally efficient home which minimises its
ecological impact on the environment. We are striving to continue to develop our expertise and
knowledge in innovatory house design so that we can continue to be one of the world’s leading
providers of environmentally friendly homes. We also ensure that every tree used in production is
replaced, under our ‘Compensatory Re-planting’ scheme.
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JORD KEY RISKS
Risk

Description and impact

Mitigation

Risk after
mitigation

Customer
service

Risk that Jord houses do not offer
customers the highest level of
customer service commensurate with
our luxury brand and higher quality
offering. The impact on our reputation
would be a great concern.

Medium
Ongoing staff training in
customer service is a priority.
Continual interaction with
customers, understanding
their ratings of our service
underpin achieving the best
customer service. Robust
quality control procedures
feed into this approach.

Availability Risk that the sustainable high-quality
of quality
materials used in construction of Jord
materials
houses are in short supply. This could
hamper production and push up the
price of raw materials.

Continual understanding of
what materials are needed
and the position of our key
suppliers in obtaining those
materials. Ongoing highquality communication with
suppliers.

Medium

Quality of
staff

Jord relies upon the highest quality of
staff to deliver the luxury product and
service to the customer. Key members
of staff leaving would impact on what
Jord provides and therefore could
affect reputation and ultimately
profitability.

Jord is considered a good
place to work so there are no
staff shortage issues and
work persists to ensure
reputation remains high.
Jord invests in continual staff
training and the reward and
development scheme is
considered one of the best in
the industry. Turnover is low,
but this remains a high risk
as any loss from our small
and experienced teams
could potentially impact our
offering.

High

Planning
laws

Although planning laws are relaxed in
Corvola they can be more stringent in
other countries and have an impact on
what we can do with house design and
construction.

Jord continues to employ a
staff member tasked
specifically with looking at
the planning requirements in
each country of operation.

Low
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JORD KEY RISKS
Risk

Description and impact

Mitigation

Risk after
mitigation

Health and
safety

There is a risk of injuries to staff
whilst constructing Jord houses,
particularly on the building site,
away from the factory where the
controls over worker safety are high.
On the building site there are more
uncertainties which could lead to
injuries to staff or damage to the
environment or communities. Such
damage could harm our reputation.

Control system design and
application is regularly
checked within the factory
and staff are trained to a
high standard in use of the
equipment used in the
factory and on the build
site. Every building site is
assessed by a dedicated
safety manager to identify
risks specific to the site
and measures put in place
to deal with those risks.

Medium

The
economy

Jord houses are a luxury housing
product and hence a significant
economic downturn could affect the
ability of our customers to buy a
Jord house or obtain a mortgage.
This risk is increased by the long
Jord waiting list as it is possible that
over the course of a year customers
financial circumstances could
change.

Jord only produces 100
houses each year and
there appears to be
enough demand even in
recessionary periods
historically. Most of the
costs incurred in building
are covered by stage
payments made by
customers before work
commences so the risk of
committing resources and
later being unable to
recover the funds is low
and restricted to the last
30% when a house is
nearing completion.

Medium

Sustainability and care for
the environment underpins
every Jord activity. Our
control systems and
culture centres on
complete care in the way
in which we operate and
the Jord staff training
programme reinforces this
message at every
opportunity.

Medium

The
Jord prides itself on high levels of
environment care for the environment and
operating in a sustainable and
ethical way at all times. Therefore,
any instances where Jord has not
taken the upmost care of the
environment and the communities in
which it operates would be
detrimental to reputation and affect
competitive advantage.
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Extracts from Jord Homes Financial Statements
The following information has been extracted from Jord’s financial statements for the year ended
31 December 2018.

Jord Homes
Statement of Profit or Loss
For the year ended 31 December 2018

Revenue
Cost of Sales
Gross profit
Other operating expenses
Operating profit
Net interest received
Profit before tax
Income tax expense
Profit for year

©CIMA 2019. No reproduction without prior consent.

2018
C$000

2017
C$000

149,750

145,258

(100,333)

(98,775)

49,417

46,483

(12,279)

(12,347)

37,138

34,136

273

137

37,411

34,273

(11,223)

(9,939)

26,188

24,334
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Jord Homes
Statement of Financial Position as at 31 December 2018

2018
C$000

2017
C$000

36,489

31,475

Inventories

12,040

11,853

Trade and other receivables

10,782

10,459

Cash and cash equivalents

26,480
49,302

17,010
39,322

85,791

70,797

1,500

1,500

37,390
38,890

28,202
29,702

Trade and other payables

18,678

18,156

Income tax payable

11,223

9,939

Dividends payable

17,000
46,901

13,000
41,095

85,791

70,797

Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Current assets

Total assets

Equity
Share capital
Retained earnings

Current liabilities

NOTE
Dividends are approved at the AGM held in November each year and are paid in July of the
following year.
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Exhibits:

The Corvola Times
Can ‘prefabs’ solve the housing crisis?
On-line update
Earlier today, the Corvola Minister for Housing, Ruben Morten, declared that an estimated
100,000 new homes per year will need to be built for the next 4 years to solve the country’s
housing shortage. And the solution? Prefabricated houses, according to Mr. Morten.
“Factory built housing is the ideal solution to produce houses efficiently and sustainably.
Prefabs are significantly faster to build than brick and block houses. With greater private and
public investment, we could transform this part of the house construction industry into a key
player in solving housing shortages throughout the world, not just here in Corvola.”
Lena Fini, Chairperson of the Corvola House Building Confederation responded “We expect to
see huge change in house building around the world. Traditional house building is just too slow,
too expensive and not sustainable. Importantly, customers are also looking for more efficient
and environmentally sustainable housing. It would seem that prefabricated houses are the
future.”

NORTH AMERICAN MARKET SEES THE ‘FAB’
SIDE OF PREFABRICATED HOUSING
Corvola Prefabricated Manufacturers blog
Prefabricated housing is not a new concept in North America, but it is a concept that is gaining
in popularity at an unprecedented rate.
Although there is a long way to go before North America catches up with some parts of Europe
and Asia in terms of adoption of prefabricated housing, interest is growing rapidly, and customer
waiting lists for the best prefabricated house builders are becoming rather long!
Chuck Prendergast from luxury North American
prefabricated housing builder ‘Luxblocks’ tells us:
“Here at Luxblocks we are very excited about developments
in the prefabricated housing market. Demand is growing, not
only at the budget and mid-range levels, but also at the
premium end of the market. In 2016 we would pretty much
commence building work within a few weeks of receiving a
firm customer order. Now we have a huge waiting list!
Customers now know that, if they want a Luxblocks house,
they need to get their order in quickly! Demand has never been so high!”
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Lovely Homes is in Sootham, Corvola
Today at 16:04
If you are considering moving to a new house this year and want to come home to not only a
lovely house, but also a lovely garden, look no further than the team at Lovely Homes. We now
offer a garden design and landscaping service to complement our lovely homes. The image
below shows the sort of garden landscaping we can provide with our dedicated garden designs
team. This is more than just rolling out the turf. We can offer you a complete landscaping
service, making the most of your chosen plot of land! Send us a message or comment below to
find out more about this exciting service.

267

Pal DeVires
Just moved in to my new ‘Lovely Home’. Was unsure at first whether to spend extra on
garden design as I was one of the first customers to use the service but so glad I did –
gorgeous!

Jan Pavlak
I have messaged you. Interested in this service.
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The Traveller.Times.cor
Post 11/12/2016
Elite Traveller hotel chain unveils its latest eco-friendly hotel in the chic resort of Saspa

Like

Comment

Share

Today, the Saspa Elite ski hotel, located in the exclusive Corvolian holiday resort of Saspa, will open its
doors to its first customers of the winter season. The hotel, designed and constructed by Jord Homes,
one of Corvola’s leading prefabricated house manufacturers, boasts 30 en-suite guest rooms and state
of the art spa facilities. Elka Gruber, Managing Director of the new Elite hotel in Saspa, is confident that
it will be a star in the crown of the Elite Traveller hotel Group. “The designers and architects from Jord
have given us a truly unique and ground- breaking hotel. Its design features will help us to minimise our
energy consumption, even in the coldest of periods and its use of local renewably sourced timber
makes it a truly environmentally friendly and sustainable building.”
Although construction of the hotel was not without its problems, with the project being delivered six
weeks later than planned, Jord’s Chief Executive, Theo Larsson, is keen to explore further opportunities
for commercial ventures in the future. “We consider this project to be a total success. Although there
were some delays, we delivered a high-quality product to the exact specifications of the customer. This
proves we have the capabilities to successfully undertake larger projects.”
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